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Hello friends and welcome to the relaunch of the Embrace the World newsletter. 

The Good Shepherd International Justice Peace (GSIJP) office would like to share
with you our mission of advocacy where we aim to create a world permeated by
God’s love, where justice and human rights support the dignity of every girl,
woman and child. Embrace the World is a safe space to update and highlight
GSIJP’s mission of advocacy, our interactions with the United Nations (UN) and a
place to celebrate the Good Shepherd and its Partners in Mission. Happy reading!

Next newsletter will be published on January 30, 2023. 
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Upcoming Events

Past Events

Embrace the World Relaunch

October 2022
11 Days of Action (10/1 to 10/11) 
Int'l Day of the Girl (10/11)
World Food day (10/16)
Int'l Day for the Eradication of Poverty
(10/17)
World Cities Day (10/31)

November 2022
Universal Children's Day (11/20)
Int'l Day for the Eradication of VAW
(11/25)
16 Days of Activism against Gender-
based Violence (11/25 to 12/10)

December 2022
World Aids Day (12/1)
Human Rights Day (12/10)
Int'l Migrant's Day (12/18)

January 2023
Int'l Day of Education (1/24)

High Level Political Forum (7/5 -7/18)
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A Journal of Congregational Justice Issues
prepared by GSIJPO

World Day Against Trafficking
in Persons (7/30)

Season of Creation (9/1 - 10/4)

International Justice Peace Day (9/21)
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The end of a Chapter always brings with it moments of appreciation
and farewell and this Chapter was no exception. We bid farewell to
many members of the outgoing Congregational Leadership Team
(CLT) and especially to our liaison Zelna Oosthuizen. We are grateful
for their leadership between 2015 - 2021 and remember that they
celebrated with us the 25th Anniversary of the Founding of the GSIJP
Office on November 20th during the Chapter. Zelna led the
celebration. 

We also give much thanks to Mirjam Beike and Erika Sanchez, who
served as members of the GSIJP Team from 2018 to 2022 and are
now part of the new CLT. Both Mirjam and Erika made unique
contributions. Mirjam from Geneva always made her position known
to the Human Rights Council via social media and addressed the
issue of obstetric fistula and influenced, facilitated and oversaw
multiple human trafficking workshops. Erika facilitated the GSIJP
office’s communication with the Regional MDO Office in Latin
America and the UN Regional Commission for Latin America and the
Caribbean.  Many of our readers will remember that Yolanda Sanchez
was also a member of the GSIJP Team in New York and Geneva from
2010 to 2017. However, Yolanda now serves as a new member of the
CLT. 

More members of the GSIJP Team have transitioned out of their
positions. Alexis Schutz, well known to you all from her role as my
assistant in the GSIJP office where she notably served as a mentor
and social media and communications liaison, has left to pursue a
new vocation at Yale Divinity School preparing for ordination within
her Presbyterian church tradition. 

We also bid farewell to Micheline Lattouf from Beirut Lebanon who
served as the NGO Regional Designate at the Regional UN
Commission for Western Asia from 2019 to 2021. 

We are grateful for and acknowledge the unique contribution of
each member of the team in her specific field to the enrichment of
the whole. Emotions are mixed and fluid at such a time as we
remember and give thanks while lamenting vacancies. 

While acknowledging the void created by these multiple departures,
we welcomed a new temporary staff member Kimberly Moloche on
August 4, 2022. The CLT has appointed and we have welcomed Marie
Francoise Mestry as the liaison with GSIJP together with Sadhani
Walmillage and Yolanda Sanchez.  

We at the GSIJP office are preparing to engage in the GSIF planning
sessions and to welcome the new governance model with renewed
vigor towards fulfilling the vision and mission of the GSIJP office in
the light of the 31st Congregational Direction Statement and the
Calls to Action. We thank all those who served and all those who
continue to serve the GSIJP. 
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High Level Political Forum’s annual assessment of the implementation of the sustainable development goals took place
at the UN Headquarter on July 5 to 18. This was one of the first in person meetings at the UN since the pandemic started
in March 2020. The Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) under review were SDGs 4, 5, 14, 15 and 17. It is an action
packed nine days with presentations and evaluation of the specific goals under review. Forty-four countries presented
their voluntary national reviews. There were 18 Voluntary National Review Labs and 274 side events. This volume of
activity happens simultaneously over the nine days, posing a question to the interested participant - where will I engage? 

The session culminates with the adoption of a Ministerial Declaration with member states committing to
implementation. The document is long and deemed controversial – particularly around the non-acceptance by some
member states of phrases in relation to the rights of women and girls.

Good Shepherd was a significant contributor to JCOR Lab during the session. Members of JCOR together with some
Good Shepherd Mission Partners followed monthly sessions in preparation and to build capacity to engage. This was
organized by the Justice Coalition of Religious (JCoR) with a membership of twenty Congregations, who are represented
at the UN. JCoR hosted 6 Labs, one on each of the Goals. There was heightened (high) interest in SDG 4, thus two sessions
were held. Good Shepherd participated with high quality material and reflection throughout, referencing both SDG
targets and Voluntary National Reviews (VNR). 

Girls from our schools in Sri Lanka, Kavya (19 years of age) Philippines, Isabel ((17years of age), India, Sanjana (17 years of
age) Ecuador, Kimena (17 years of age) and Madagascar Antsa (19 years of age) led the way with their personal reflections
on SDG 4. 

Sr Genny Dumay was a panelist during the second session on Education and presented reflections on SDG 4.She also
worked with other NGOs in the Philippines who were preparing statements and responses to the Government (focusing
her engagement with other NGOs in the Philippines, inputting into NGO documents). Patricia Mosquera from Ecuador’s
Mission Development Office presented on SDG 5, Catharina Indirastuti from Indonesia presented on SDG 15 and Sr Marie
Virgo Espineda from the Philippines reflected on SDG 17. All session were live on zoom. 

The GSIJP office pays tribute to the high level of engagement, commitment and knowledge displayed by our presenters.
The process begins again with a new set of SDGs and different countries presenting their Voluntary National Reviews
(VNR’s) in 2023.

"We are only able to empower girls, combat climate change, fight inequality and end extreme
poverty if all stakeholders commit themselves to advancing the education goal."
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High-Level Political Forum, July 5 to July 18
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During August, two opportunities presented themselves
with regard to advocacy. The first was the opportunity to
make a statement on behalf of the Good Shepherd New
York/Toronto province at the Tesla’s 2022 Annual Meeting
of Stockholders.  Last year Winifred Doherty also had the
opportunity to make a statement, - where the dots were
connected from the projects in Kolwezi, Democratic
Republic of Congo all the way to the shareholders annual
meeting through the BBC Panorama entitled - The
Electric Car Revolution: Winners and Losers. This aired last
November and is available on YouTube. 

This year’s meeting took place on August 4th in Austin,
Texas. It was live webcast, which is available to the general
public on the Tesla Website. The first part of the meeting
was the formal official part where statements are made
by shareholders calling attention to issues and asking
Tesla for change. This year proposed resolutions were
prepared and submitted, raising material, social, and
governance concerns about child labour in the electric
vehicle supply chain, racial justice, climate change, and
worker’s rights and more. 

The Good Shepherd Statement focused on child labour in
Tesla’s supply chain, “demanding supplier criteria that are
binding, enforceable, and regularly monitored by
independent auditors for compliance with international
laws prohibiting child labor, and with the company’s own
written policies.” 

The New York/Toronto Province collaborated with
‘Investor Advocates for Social Justice’ (IASJ) whose vision
is “an equitable economy where investors leverage their
collective voice and resources to advance social,
economic and environmental justice.”The New
York/Toronto Province is activating an aspect of social
justice consciousness through their investment portfolio
with Tesla and through participating in the shareholders
meeting, seeking to end child labour and promote justice
for the miners and their families in Kolwezi. 

The second opportunity arose from concern expressed by
Women Groups about UN Women having signed a
memorandum of understanding with Blackrock
Investment, “to cooperate in promoting the growth of
gender lens investing.” Yet, Blackrock Investment has a
well-known record of prioritizing profits over human
rights or environmental integrity. BlackRock holds a
massive fossil fuel portfolio and is the leading known
holder of external private debt in countries in the global
South, through its investment strategies. BlackRock is a
major supporter of the military industrial complex and
has investments where child labour has been exposed. All
of these issues are causes for concern and are
characterization of what the UN Secretary General termed
‘morally bankrupt’ global finance institutions ‘favoring the
rich and punishing the poor.’ The Congregation is one of
the 600 organizations that signed on this letter calling out
UN Women. 

This sort of advocacy work is difficult, complicated and
complex but it goes to the heart of systemic and
structural change that respects human rights, gender
justice and environmental justice. Having engaged with
Investor Advocates for Social Justice and Tesla, Good
Shepherd has a heightened sensibility to the issues that
were outlined in the letter to UN Women and certainly
the similarities were striking between both companies.
We as advocates must be ever alert to tactics of the
corporate sector and seek to have a feminist economy
that focuses inclusion, care, sustainability and the
upholding of all human rights.  

August 26, a moment of good news when we learned that
UN Women had rescinded on its agreement with
BlackRock Investment. This illustrates the power potential
for change that can be had when NGOs come together
for change.

Advocacy Opportunities
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We at the GSIJP office are happy to have received a copy
of a new publication entitled, ‘Delving into the Drivers for
Human Trafficking of Women.' This is made possible by
Villa Maria Good Shepherd Sisters Inc., Good Shepherd
Sisters Inc., and MercyWorks, Sisters of Mercy in Australia
and Papua New Guinea.

The question as to why numbers of trafficked persons
keeps increasing despite the many efforts to address the
issue by NGO’s, Governments, and Criminal Justice
systems alike through services, awareness programs,
advocacy, legislative change, campaigns, and
international days is a valid question. There are three
sections in the book: Section One - An introduction which
explores and references human rights mechanisms and
other relevant frameworks. Section 2 outlines the
research methodology. Section 3 has the results and
discussions with findings, conclusions and
recommendations between pages 86 and 95. The Villa
Maria Good Shepherd Sisters Inc. and Good Shepherd
Sisters Inc. have been providing services since 2007. They
expected to decrease numbers through empowering girls
and young women but the reality is that numbers of
trafficked persons keeps increasing. The research set out
to answer the question why by delving into the drivers.

On reading the recommendations, it appears that having
a life-cycle approach to development is one element for
the long-sought change. This approach would aim to
bring about changed conditions for all children.
Implementation of National Floors of Social Protections is
a government responsibility, providing universal access to
quality health care, universal child benefits, ensuring basic
income in cases of unemployment, maternity needs etc.
and pensions for older persons thus fulfilling human
rights obligations. Efforts towards gender equality are
paramount to ensure the protection of girls and women
against abuses and exploitation. Lastly, structural and
systemic change is required for transformation. This is
stated by many if not all of the persons contributing to
the messages at the beginning of the book.

Congratulations to Marietta Latonio, the Head Research
whom I have the privilege of meeting in New York and to
Mely Lenario, in this instant Data Gatherer but who is one
of the most wonderful survivor advocates that I have met.
To all at Villa Maria Good Shepherd Sisters Inc. - sisters
and partners-in-mission, well done! 

New Publications
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The first gathering of Good Shepherd Educators in Asia Pacific took place 
on the 30th of July.  It was an amazing event in where we came together 
to celebrate the birthday of St. Mary Euphrasia!

863 mission partners registered on Zoom from schools in Central East 
India, South West India, Sri Lanka, Pakistan, Indonesia, the Philippines, 
Singapore and Malaysia with 600+ online Zoom links on the day of the 
event. Many of the Zoom links had multiple participants, as many mission
partners were gathered in clusters. For the group discussions, we had 90 
breakout rooms with 6 to 7 participants for each room. This attendance is 
the highest we have had so far for any event organized at the Asia Pacific
level – a testament to the high interest of Good Shepherd Educators across
Asia Pacific for a more meaningful connection with each other and the
Good Shepherd mission across the region. We also believe that many more
Good Shepherd Educators were unable to participate in the event due to
other commitments or poor internet connectivity. The potential and 
synergy of Good Shepherd schools to compliment and collaborate in the
priorities of Good Shepherd Mission is untapped and enormous, with its
student population of 46,000, across Asia Pacific right from early childhood 
to high school to vocational school including a nursing college in Bangalore. We already see the potential of our
dynamic girl students from Good Shepherd schools in India, Philippines, Sri Lanka, and Indonesia who participated in
International Day of the Girl (IDG) - IDG2020, IDG2021, Commission on the Status of Women (CSW) - CSW65, CSW66
and the recent High-Level Forum (HLPF) event in 2022. Some have also gone on to represent the Congregation at the
UN Working Group for Girls, and spoke at the CSW66 to address world leaders on the human rights of the girl child.
The opportunities created for the participation of these girls were made possible by a small group of mission partners
in Asia Pacific together with the involvement of Winifred Doherty and Alexis Schultz from GSIJP. To sustain this
initiative into the future, it is important for the schools to continue to be part of the advocacy movement for the girl
child.

It is our hope that the Asia Pacific Circle of Leaders will eventually set up a committee or an office (similar to GSIF AP)
for our schools to come together for a wider participation in the priorities of Good Shepherd.

Embrace the World #55
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A Reflection from Theresa Symons of Good Shepherd Schools in Asia Pacific

Good Shepherd Sri Lanka Justice Peace Participation

We as Good Shepherd Sisters feel that our presence among the people during this time of uncertainty is very
meaningful. We live in a very beautiful island. Our country is a treasure to each one of us. However, as a nation we
have been going through countless hardships because of the country’s unjust systems. Our leaders’ irresponsible
ways have created many problems in our country. Their reckless leadership have caused our people’s oppression and
their rights are being violated. Therefore, we stand with the people to uphold their rights.

The Sisters from Nayakakanda took part and helped organize a peaceful protest. This protest was a product of inter-
religious people working together. We always think of inter faith harmony in Sri Lanka because it is the more
effective way of influencing the Government and supporting our people. 

At Easter 2019, Sri Lanka’s Catholics experienced a painful tragedy - they were attacked and killed for practicing their
faith. Since then, evey 21st of the month, civil movements remember all those that lost their lives that day. We, sisters
and partners-in-mission stand with them in solidarity. Till this day, the victims suffer and mourn their loved ones. They
are losing hope because their wounds are deep and they have yet to receive relief or consolation for their pain and
suffering. We stand with them in their demand to seek the truth behind the attack that took place that day. 
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NGOs organized a silent prayer campaign where we reflected on the
current situation of the country. There were members from all religions
present. Our hope is in the divine power to intervene on behalf of our
dear mother land and its people.

The Inter Faith Dialogue Group works together to bring inter religious
harmony. The group celebrates different religious festivals. For example,
after the Muslims fast they share in a meal called Iftar. The Group
celebrated and organized the Iftar in a Buddhist temple. The group
introduces a new way of thinking. The group encourages all religions to
open their religious institutions to other religious members. The group
believes that this inter faith community will strengthen their solidarity
to each other. We as Sri Lankans always believe that inter faith harmony
is the best way to preserve solidarity among us all. 

The Christian Solidarity Movement also organized a protest. They high
lighted the many issues people are facing. The Country has been a
facing a economic crisis that is severely impacting  the lives of the
people. The education of the children is challenged. The schools are
closed. The low-income families are facing many difficulties. Their basic
needs are not met.

The sisters stood for the protection of protesters because there was
some disturbances between security forces and the protesters because
civilians were not allowed to enter the protest area. However with the
presence of religious leaders, civilians were permitted to enter the
protest area.

Religious leaders remained with the protesters into the night. There
were also representatives from different congregations. This
encouraged the protesters to stand against the unjust system that the 
 country is experiencing.

Good Shepherd Sri Lanka Justice Peace Participation continued...

Hands of Hope

GSIJP would like to take this time to celebrate Hands of 
Hope welcoming back international visitors!

As you may know, the Hands of Hope project began in 2005. 
Hands of Hope provides creative and dignified employment 
to villagers from Thailand living with or affected by HIV/AIDS. 
The producers currently handcraft almost 700 designs of 
cards, decorations, mobiles, and gift items, using ‘saa’ paper as the main medium– sustainably made in Thailand from
the mulberry tree. They receive a just income for their work, health care and transportation assistance, as well as a
community of friendship and support.

There are only four months until Christmas. Christmas decorations, gifts and cards for friends and family are all
available at Hands of Hope. Click Here and place your order now.
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The 10th Anniversary of the International Day of the Girl
will be celebrated on the October 11, 2022. As you may
know, the International Day of Girl activities have been
organized by the Working Group on Girls over the years. 
 GSIJP office are active members in this organizing.  This
year GSIJP will take part in the celebration via two events:
the 11 days of Action and the Girls Speak Out. 

11 Days of Action
The 11 Days of Action is a virtual, social media driven
campaign that runs from October 1st to October 11th and
this year’s theme is “IDG+10: Minding the Girls’ Rights Gap-
Active, Accountable Participants of IDG.” The 11 Days of
Action is a chance for organizations to join forces with
Working Group of Girls team and sponsor a day of choice. 

This year GSIJP has chosen to sponsor Sunday, October 9,
in which we will focus on girls need to be at the forefront
of policy decision-making in order to produce girl-specific
solutions. We are demanding #GirlsRightsNow as we
celebrate girls’ leadership over the past 10 years of
International Day of the Girl!

We will have a recorded 30-minute live conversation in
English with Good Shepherd girl activists. Viewers will
have the opportunity to interact with the girl activists via
live YouTube and Facebook chat. This 30-min live
conversation will be streamed on YouTube and Facebook
at 11am EST on October 9, 2022. 

We are excited to showcase our girl activists from all over
the world and display their hard work in activism. Our
Good Shepherd panelist and moderator are: Athabile,
Gayathri, Susan, Christle, and Isabel. We are so thankful for
their leadership and look forward to support them in any
way we can. We hope you join us on October 9, 2022 in
celebrating and supporting our girl activists, because as
we all know - girls are our future!

International Day of the Girl

Girls Speak Out
The annual Day of the Girl Summit “Girls Speak Out,” will
take place on October 11, 2022 at 3:00p.m. to 5:00 p.m. EST.
The Girls Speak Out will be a platform for girl activists and
girl advocates to participate in a hybrid townhall.

(Click for virtual or in person Registration)

Distinguished members of the UN community will have an
opportunity to respond to the monologues and questions
put forth by girls, and speak to how the United Nations can
support girls’ call for accountability in ensuring girls’ rights.
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International Day of the Girl continued...

We have nominated Good Shepherd girls from Latin America, Asia, and Africa as 
creators, moderators and panelists for the Girls Speak Out Townhall for IDG 2022. 
We are delighted to inform our readers that Vivian from Latin America has been 
selected as a girl  participant and will join the event virtually. We wish her the best
of luck and proud to have her represent us! We encourage you all to register and
attend virtually.

Special Thanks
We would also like to take this opportunity to give a special thanks to Sashi Natarajan, 
Onalie De Silva, Zelna Oosthuizen, Jess Asia, Beatrice Lim, Jilian Fernandez, Theresa Symons, Gloria Ardaya, and Heidy
Hochstatter for their hard work and dedication in celebrating International Day of the Girl. They have been key
players in helping GSIJP coordinate and plan for 11 Days of Action and Girls Speak Out. 
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Below are upcoming events that the GSIJP office will either actively partake and or celebrate. Any additional material
or information about the events hereunder, will follow soon – keep an eye on all GSIJP social media platforms.

Upcoming Events

International Day for the Eradication of Poverty
The United Nations’ General Assembly’s resolution 47/196, adopted on
December 22, 1992 declared October 17 as the International Day for
the Eradication of Poverty. The day aims to provide an opportunity to
celebrate people living in poverty and to acknowledge their effort and
struggle.  It is an opportunity for those marginalized to make their
concerns heard.

GSIJP, aligned with Our Lady of Charity of the Good Shepherd’s
Position on Economic Justice, acknowledges the disparity between
the accumulation of extreme wealth and the inescapability of
extreme poverty, which offends the dignity of human beings.
Extreme amassment of wealth and refusal to share resources and
material goods are both cause and effect of social and spiritual ills.
Thus, GSIJP continues to call for economic justice and social
responsibility. 

16 Days of Activism Against Gender-Based Violence
Each year from November 25th, International Day for the Elimination
of Violence against Women, to December 10th, Human Rights Day,
the GSIJP office takes part in the 16 Days of Activism against Gender-
Based Violence. 

Aligned with Our Lady of Charity of the Good Shepherd’s Position
Papers, the GSIJP office acknowledges that the exclusion, of girl
children and girl adolescents, is rooted in systemic injustice, structural
gender inequality, targeted gender violence, and dominant systems
of patriarchal power. Across the globe, low value is placed on the girl
child, which subjects her to specific forms of violence: prenatal sex de-
selection, infanticide, disregard for birth registration, denial of
nutrition, genital mutilation (FGM), sexual harassment, denial of
education, sexual abuse, use as objects in prostitution, forced and
early marriage. The GSIJP office supports the development of
programs seeking to end all forms of violence against girls.
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 Upcoming Events continued...

The GSIJP office stands for the victims of Human Trafficking. Human
Trafficking is violence based on recruiting, harboring, coercing,
deceiving, and/or transporting people solely for the purpose of
exploitation, most often labor and/or sexual exploitation. We will
continue to contribute to public policy formation through education,
participation and leadership at regional and international
conferences and campaigns, articulating OLCGS’s position on gender
equality.

The GSIJP office stands for the victims of Prostitution. Prostitution of
women and girls is an ancient form of gender violence that is
structurally embedded in societies. We advocate to identify the
prostitution of women and girls as a form of gender violence; unmask
the lie that it is a profession or can be dignified as an acceptable form
of work.

61st Session of the Commission on Social Development (CSocD)
Commission on Social Development (CSocD) will take place February
6 to 15, 2023 at the United Nations’ New York Headquarters. CSocD’s
purpose is to be the advisory body responsible for the social
development pillar of global development.

The Theme is “Creating full and productive employment and decent
work for all as a way of overcoming inequalities to accelerate the
recovery from the COVID-19 pandemic and the full implementation of
the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development"

We will be preparing a written statements to the Commission. We
will again by focusing on full implementation of universal social
protection and universal child benefits. The global community and
the International Labour Organizations are engaged in policy making
around the notion of a ‘new social contract’. This proposes to continue
the efforts towards equality, care and responsibility for all by all within
society for the common good of all. Also 2025 will be the 30th
Anniversary of the First Social Forum held in Copenhagen in 1995. The
UN Secretary General is calling on governments to host a “New Social
Summit”. Both of these issued will be part of our advocacy at the
Commission. Both efforts wish to promote inactiveness and equality. 

67th Session of the Commission on the Status of Women (CSW)
The CSW is the principal global intergovernmental body exclusively
dedicated to the promotion of gender equality and the
empowerment of women. CSW67 will take place on March 6 to
March 17, 2023. 

CSW states that the active participation of NGOs is a critical element
in the work of the CSW. The GSIJP office is preparing to be an active
participant at the CSW67 as we focus on this year’s theme,
“Innovation and technological change, and education in the digital
age for achieving gender equality and the empowerment of all
women and girls.”
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Good Shepherd Asia Pacific IDG 2022 Logo Contest
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 Congratulations to Indonesia for their Award-winning logo!

 Thank you to all the Good Shepherd Asia Pacific students that participated. 



@GSIJP
Buonpastoreint.org/jp-en

Facebook.com/GSIJP
 

Editor’s Note: “Embrace the World” can be published thanks to each of your contributions of
articles, stories and other news concerning justice and peace issues in the world-wide Good
Shepherd community. We continue to count on you for upcoming editions of the journal. Please
share with us activities, news and events from your Units and countries. Thanks to all who have
contributed to the October 2022 issue.

Working to end poverty, human trafficking and gender-based violence. Advocating with women
and girls, migrants and refugees. Recognizing our interconnectedness with the whole of
creation, we seek to realize the rights of all and achieve gender equality.

Journal written, edited and prepared by Winifred Doherty and Kimberly Moloche
Contributed by Theresa Symons and Chrishanthi Basil

 
Original in English 

Translated into Spanish by Victor Carrasco 
Translated into French by Solange H-T 

 
Please distribute to all communities, programs, and Good Shepherd Friends in your Unit. 

Thank you
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